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Sole Australian exhibits in London at iconic event 
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If you could take the temperature and pulse – the vital life signs, of the British 
general public’s (GP), response to contemporary ceramics right now it would be 
feverish, tachycardic. In 2015 a novel reality TV series like the My Kitchen Rules 
model, premiered on BBC2, with season 2 now on the way. It is believed that 
“The Great Pottery Throw Down” has led to a resurgence of enrolment 
applications to ceramic courses of up to 25% and to the GP’s patronage of 
ceramic centric events by similar proportions. “It just might herald a turnaround 
in our declining number of courses convincing the number cruncher boffins of 



our legitimacy, our necessity.” Said one of the more colourful audience members 
during one ‘Clay talks’ session. 
 

CAL hydraulics  
• First year staged at Central Saint Martins, Kings Cross Campus home to an 

impressive Ceramics Design department. Previously for the last 12 years 
at the Royal College – now outgrown. 

• An ‘International Ceramic Fair’- 8,9,10 April, staged by the Craft Potters 
Association with an academic and information program managed by the 
Ceramics Department of Central St. Martins. 

• 88 national and international (Australia, South Korea, Germany, Austria, 
Japan, Italy, Denmark and Ireland) potters. Cost to exhibit between £725 & 
£1500. (Plus VAT, but not paid by non-Britons) 

• Punter entry £15 entry per day, £35 for 3 days. (Exhibition admission, 5 
hours per day of educational content, exhibitors catalogue). Great value. 

• Over 4,500 through the doors – Demographic: Ceramic art collectors, 
‘groupies of a significant number’, general public (GP) curious to see what 
the fuss is about and of course, other Potter/ Makers. 

• Proceeds go to the general revenue of the Association which also has the 
journal “Ceramic Review”, Contemporary Ceramics Centre Gallery, 
(opposite the British Museum), runs several provincial smaller events for a 
total membership of 1100. 
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Review 
The venue is a huge facility proudly prominent in the Kings Cross and St Pancras 
area of London, (where the British terminus of the Chunnel Trains is). The 
location is ideal and easy for this wide-eyed antipodean to indulge in all things 
big city; shopping, theatre, galleries, English corner pubs, food, a smorgasbord of 
the world’s people's and the world’s most amazing clay-centric ‘trip’ of a museum 
– the British Museum. A 25% increase of patronage to this event obviously 
endorses the new location choice. 
 
Each exhibitor (maker), is one of the approximately 48% of successful applicants. 
To be accepted, submissions are considered first on photographic submissions 
of the makers work. These are judged and selected by a curatorial panel. Ones 
ceramic pedigree, CV or reputation is not considered, but obviously good looking 
work comes from highly accomplished practitioners because they ‘get it’ – so the 
roll call will include impressive CV candidates by default. Thinking of this process, 
it reflects the purpose and focus of the Fair – “To present excellence in 
contemporary ceramics front-and-centre and to engage a buying general public”. 
 
Although the Fair is predominantly run to showcase the Craft Potters Association 
membership’s work, international exhibitors are sprinkled throughout the Fair. 
The thinking here is to cross-fertilise and to expand the stylistic pallet of the 
whole show. Their selection is no different to that of the homegrown makers. 
For Georgina Saunders, Perth, the sole Australian at this year’s Fair,  there are 
several payoffs. “Despite the cost of getting my stuff here from Australia my 
application’s acceptance to exhibit has given me confidence. I'm thinking of 
moving here (London), so I wanted to know how I stack up with the locals. The 
networking has been invaluable. To exhibit amongst this maker quality is 
extraordinary.” Susan Beresford, the manager of the event said “We’re very 
proud to have our first Australian in years. For Georgina she gets to sell, 
network, be exposed to world-class trends and what a line on her CV!” 
 



     
  Georgina Saunders, (Perth), sole Australian  
  to exhibit at CAL (2016) 
 

Outcomes 
Value for money                    *****/5 (great catalogue included in admission) 
Quality of work, prices         *****/5 (extraordinary) 
Facilities                                  *****/5 (I jealously wish I studied there) 
The experience                      *****/5 (matched high expectations) 
Educational component       **** / 5 (pitched at engaging the GP) 
 
Room to grow: Guided tours of the magnificent teaching and making facilities; 
Satellite events and exhibits. 

Recommendation                   
Inspirational, clay Disneyland, sell the family jewels – GO next year! 
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